WHITEvoid is an art and design studio. Our work spans a wide range of worldwide cuttingedge projects and scales. From architecture, interiors and light installations to interactive
exhibits and custom-made applications. Our latest architectonic designs realize complex
unique ideas and adorn clubs, shops, exhibitions, shows and more.
The team is comprised of specialists in architecture, product design, mechanical-, electronicand software engineering. We are strongly driven by technology, innovation, and
experimentation. We dare to think big and push the boundaries in complexity and beauty of
each project.
Our house brand KINETIC LIGHTS is the leading specialist in kinetic lighting. For more than
fifteen years our designs and products have earned awards and worldwide recognition for
delivering professionally engineered lighting equipment.

Technical Manager (m/f/d)
fulltime

YOUR TASKS:

* Technical supervision of the project manager team in Berlin
* Consulting, pre-planning and coordination of company-owned large-scale lighting and
kinetic projects in fixed and temporary installations
* Supervision and consulting of event organizers, exhibitors, booth builders, agencies and
suppliers in all technical matters regarding planning, installation, repair, maintenance,
rental and sale
* Planning the rigging with hanging and cabling of all elements in close collaboration with
the Kinetic Lights engineers and developers
* Create technical CAD drawings 3D / 2D with truss, rigging and power for event and
permanent installations
* Contribution to the technical requirements and services with your know-how in the
phases of prototype construction, installation and maintenance of installations
* Implementation of the new ERP system with all affected positions and parties (ensuring
compliance with deadlines and targets)

* Planning, organization and coordination of maintenance & repairs of existing technical
systems, especially Kinetic Lights
* Planning and coordination of product inventories with warehouses and sales
* Coordinate, query and control orders and delivery dates for the entire technical area in
collaboration with the purchasing department
* Coordination with trade fair and event locations, in particular with regard to the
approvability of event technology and lead of the onsite audits
* Continuous development and improvement of all technical processes
* Building up the pool for Kinetic Lights personnel (operator, technician) including planning
and implementation of trainings and, if necessary, determination of qualification
measures

YOU BRING:

* Degree in event technology studies or completed studies in theater technology
* Completed training as an event technician or work experience in the field of events,
trade fairs, exhibitions
* At least 3 years of professional experience in a leading role in the area of trade fair or
event technology
* Experience in project management with end-to-end responsibility
* Good understanding of complex technical systems and DMX controllers and devices, as
well as sound electronic knowledge
* Excellent software knowledge in MS Office and CAD program (VectorWorks, AutoCAD
or similar)
* Experience in dealing with regulations and guidelines is desirable (BGV C1, VStÄttVO,
LBO, UVV's, DIN)
* Confident in dealing with customers, strong service orientation
* Strong communication and intensive negotiating skills
* Team player and loved leader
* Excellent German language skills
* Excellent English language skills
* Willingness to travel

WE OFFER:

 Exceptional, challenging and unique international projects
 Participation in the establishment of a new location for art, technology and events
(DARK MATTER)
 A highly motivated, international team and a friendly, open-minded working
environment - we stand for openness and diversity!
 Working independently, flat hierarchies and the opportunity to contribute your own
ideas
 Wildcard option to participate in projects worldwide
 Delicious coffee and drinks for free
 Team events, such as joint BBQs and summer parties
 Modern studio right on the Spree in East Berlin, with great leisure activities nearby

HOW TO APPLY:

If we have aroused your interest in this exciting task, please send us your digital
application including CV, salary expectations and preferred start date by email to
jobs@whitevoid.com

CONTACT:

You can find more job postings and information about our services and products here:
www.whitevoid.com
www.kinetic-lights.com
www.darkmatter.berlin

